
 

KEYMACRO is a software tool that creates macros from simple combinations of keystrokes. That means you can make a single keystroke do something like: open a program, browse to a folder, search for a file, create a new file, make a new folder, and so on. Just how easy it is to create a macro will depend on the capabilities of the keyboard you have. If your keyboard has a software-based macro, the process is simple. Just press the macro's key and
your keyboard will repeat the command every time you press the macro's key. If your keyboard has a hardware-based macro, the process is slightly different. The macro's key is one of the keys that allows it to switch the keyboard into a different mode, so you will also have to press a different key to switch back to the normal mode. But the rest of the process is the same. KEYMACRO has been created to work with all keyboard layouts. So, it will do
exactly the same thing on any keyboard. Once you have created a macro, you can use it again and again by storing it as a new key combination. Just remember to check the "Remember" option when you save it, so it will always be active when you open the application. This will make it easy for you to use your favorite key combinations when you are not using your normal keyboard. - Keyboard layouts. - Repeat. - Different keyboard modes. -
Different hardware and software based macros. MAGneto Copy is an easy-to-use application that can copy and backup any magneto-optical or "CD-RW" CD/DVD's. You can choose your favourite music from a built-in library of high quality and royalty-free tracks, or upload any of your own favorite music. MAGneto Copy comes complete with a photo-editor. You can easily select a portion of a picture, convert it to a graphic and place it on a
CD/DVD cover, or create a new one. You can even choose to protect the information on your CD or DVD by burning your own customized cover. To keep track of your projects, MAGneto Copy provides an efficient burn function and the ability to burn data to several CDs/DVDs simultaneously, copying any DVD movie, copy a large file to a CD/DVD, or burn an audio CD and a DVD together. RKThemes is a software designed to help you build
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KEYMACRO is a Windows key remapping tool that allows you to customize your Windows key functions. With the aid of KEYMACRO you can change your PC keys without any reboots. In addition to changing your computer keys you can also change your Windows buttons and make them work as you want. KEYMACRO Toolbar does not require additional installation, but you need to install an additional component from the Web (for computers
that lack the Windows operating system) in order to make the Windows button functions work. KEYMACRO Windows 7 Theme is the same theme that used to be in your computer before you installed the toolbar. Features: - The Toolbar is set up as a tray icon - 3 trays for any number of buttons - The language of the buttons can be customized - The Windows button functions can be changed - Allows you to use any combination of any number of
buttons - Trays can be rearranged by clicking the desired button - Allows you to add as many buttons as you need - Supports your existing hotkeys (options-hotkey and control-hotkey) - Has 4 hotkeys on the left side of the toolbar and 4 hotkeys on the right side of the toolbar - And more.... KEYMACRO Description: KEYMACRO is a Windows key remapping tool that allows you to customize your Windows key functions. With the aid of
KEYMACRO you can change your PC keys without any reboots. In addition to changing your computer keys you can also change your Windows buttons and make them work as you want. KEYMACRO Toolbar does not require additional installation, but you need to install an additional component from the Web (for computers that lack the Windows operating system) in order to make the Windows button functions work. KEYMACRO Windows 7
Theme is the same theme that used to be in your computer before you installed the toolbar. Features: - The Toolbar is set up as a tray icon - 3 trays for any number of buttons - The language of the buttons can be customized - The Windows button functions can be changed - Allows you to use any combination of any number of buttons - Supports your existing hotkeys (options-hotkey and control-hotkey) - Has 4 hotkeys on the left side of the toolbar
and 4 hotkeys on the right side of the toolbar - And more.... A Website Download Page or a KeyMacro Download Page (to be paid
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